We study one-dimensional doping profile design optimization problem of metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) devices using a geometric programming (GP) technique. To model the explored optimal doping profile into a GP problem, the subthreshold swing is formulated as an objective function and the on-and off-state currents are considered as constraints for solving the corresponding optimal doping profile. The GP problem is a special type of convex optimization and is solved globally and efficiently using the existing numerical solvers in GGPLAB. The accuracy of optimized results is validated by comparing with numerical semiconductor device simulation. This approach provides a way to optimize doping problem which may benefit manufacturing of MOS devices.
Introduction
Channel doping profile continuously plays an important role in determining current-voltage (I-V ) characteristics of metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs). In order to estimate a MOSFET's DC characteristic, a set of classical drift-diffusion (DD) equations has to be solved [1, 2] ; one-dimensional (1D) DD equations consist of:
solution with best accuracy, simulation-based evolutionary technique requires the solution of device transport equations iteratively which costs a huge amount of CPU time. In the meanwhile, nonlinear numerical optimization approaches and engineering characterization may result in a case sensitive or local solution. Mathematically, if the inverse doping profile problem could be modeled as an optimization problem and solved for global solution, it may benefit the design and manufacturing of MOSFET devices. A geometric programming (GP) is a type of mathematical optimization problem which is characterized by objective and constraint functions with a certain special mathematical form [12, 13] : 
where the posynomial f 0 (x) containing u 0 terms is the objective function, and the posynomials f i (x) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m containing u i terms represent m inequality constraints [12] . According to the definition of posynomial, all coefficients c it for i = 0, 1, . . . , m and t = 1, 2, . . . , u m are positive, and a itj for i = 0, 1, . . . , m, t = 1, 2, . . . , u m and j = 1, . . . , n are real numbers. Problems with a GP form could be solved using an interior-point based algorithm in a computationally costeffective manner [14] . GP was applied in designs of BJT devices and electronic circuits [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , except its diverse applications in management and engineering (see, for instance, [12, 13] and references therein).
This work, for the first time, models the inverse channel doping problem as a GP form. For a given device specification of N-type MOSFET, the 1D channel doping profile from the interface of silicon and silicon dioxide to the maximum depletion width is inversely recovered by minimizing a special physical quantity, the subthreshold swing (SS) [1, 2] , of MOSFETs subject to given constraints of DC characteristics:
where the N A (x) is a P-type doping profile, which is a positive function of distance x ranging from the interface (x = 0) to the maximum depletion width (x = W dm ), and subject to the background doping level N min which is limited by the maximum of doping concentration N max , as shown in Fig. 1 . For the constraints in the problem (3), I on denotes the on-state current, I off is the off-state current, and I on-set , I off -set are positive targeted specifications of I on and I off , respectively. For extracting the corresponding doping profile, as shown in Fig. 1(c) , we first integrate the Poisson equation and derive the maximum depletion width which is a function of doping profile and is strongly affecting device DC characteristics [1, 2] ; the objective function SS is thus modeled accordingly. Furthermore, the on-and off-state currents are reformulated as posynomial inequalities in GP compatible constraints, then the studied inverse channel doping profile problem is well transformed to the GP one. The formulated GP problem is coded and solved together with the numerical solver in GGPLAB [14] . We optimize the channel doping profiles for different specifications of 0.35-µm MOSFET devices and obtain physically reasonable results. Note that for examining the result's accuracy of the developed optimization technique, the optimized doping profiles are further compared with device simulation [20, 21] and the sensitivity of source and drain doping distributions are also estimated.
This paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2, starting from basic MOS device physics, we formulate W dm and SS, the saturation and subthreshold currents as a GP program. In the Section 3, we perform numerical experiments and discuss the optimized results. Finally, we draw the conclusions and suggest future work.
The doping profile design optimization
In this section, the DC characteristics of MOSFETs are transformed to the posynomial functions, and thus the inverse doping profile problem (3) is formulated as a GP problem.
The integration of Poisson's equation
Generally, in the space charge region, the density of free electron n(x) and hole p(x) are almost zero, and the doping concentration of donor impurity N D (x) could be neglected in the Poisson equation of Eq. (1). Considering an integration from x to the depletion width W dm , we do neglect the y-and z-directions since the channel length L in the y-direction and device width W in the z-direction are assumed to be comparable large and, therefore, the electric field E y and E z are zero [1, 2, 22] as showed in Fig. 1(b) . Under the approximations above, the 1D Poisson equation can be integrated as [1, 2] :
where ψ B is the potential difference between Fermi level and intrinsic level [1] . One way to obtain the maximum depletion width is to discretize Eq. (4) for the maximum depletion width with K uniformly spaced points, as shown in Fig. 2 ,
The doping profile is then sampled at these points; we denote
Then, the approximated Eq. (4) is:
therefore, the maximum depletion width W dm can be further expressed as:
which is a function of the discrete doping profile d j owing to the potential difference between Fermi level and intrinsic level ψ B , the silicon permittivity ε si , and the elementary charge q are known physical constants.
The integration of carrier's current continuity equations
In Eq. (1), we integrate the total drain current density J ds (x, y) at steady state including both drift and diffusion components, and they are simplified as:
where the E Fn is the minority-carrier quasi-Fermi potential [1] . Based on the total drain current density in Eq. (7) and the gradual-channel approximation, the total drain current I ds is given by: In both the saturation and subthreshold regions [1] , the integration of (8) can be derived as the saturation current I sat and the subthreshold current I sub , respectively:
and
where C ox is the oxide capacitance per unit area, V gs is the applied gate voltage, V ds is the drain voltage, V fb is the flatband voltage, Q d is the depletion charge, µ eff is effective electron mobility, and m is the body-effect coefficient. The term (9) and (10), is known as the threshold voltage V t of the MOSFET device [1, 2] .
The objective function of subthreshold swing
The subthreshold swing (SS) is calculated by the subthreshold current of Eq. (10) which is changed by the gate voltage variation of one-order magnitude:
where t ox is the oxide thickness. Substituting the maximum depletion width W dm of Eq. (6) into Eq. (11), we can rewrite the expression of SS as:
The SS above satisfies the form of posynomial since the coefficients of all optimal variables d j are positive. The transformation of SS is successfully performed into the form of posynomial and the requirement of SS is as small as possible in the device design; consequently, the SS is thus selected as the objective function in our GP problem (3).
The constraint of on-state current
To derive the constraint of on-state current [1, 2] in the problem (3), we assume the saturation current of Eq. (9) to be larger than the specification of on-state current when V dd = V ds (in this work, the on-state current is the target of saturation current when the applied drain voltage V ds is equal to the power supply V dd ) and V ds = V gs − V t :
where the depletion charge Q d is obtained from:
Using a similar procedure of discretization, as listed in Eqs. (4), (5) and (14) is approximated by the sum:
According to the approximation above, we substitute Eq. (6) into Eq. (15), and Eq. (15) into Eq. (13), then Eq. (13) becomes:
The denominator term on the left hand side of Eq. (16) 
is positive owing to positive current of N-type MOS devices; however, this inequality in the present form is not a GP compatible constraint because the right-hand side of a posynomial inequality is not a constant or monomial. It is a direct result from the body-effect coefficient m depending on doping profile. We consider GP compatible constraints that approximately limit the doping profile for the constraint of on-state current. For the body-effect coefficient m, we use the maximum of doping concentration N max to replace the doping concentration d j in the expression of m and we have m max :
Using m max of Eq. (17) jd j on the right-hand side, we use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to produce a GP compatible approximation for. Since the arithmetic mean is greater than geometric mean, we have:
jd j ; (18) therefore, if the inequality
holds, then the inequality (16) must also be satisfied. The inequality (19) is a GP compatible constraint, since the right-hand side is a monomial function with optimal variables d j .
The constraint of off-state current
The off-state current I off is a special case of the subthreshold current I sub when V gs = 0 and V ds = V dd for example [1, 2] . We assume the off-state current I off ≤ I off -set : 
The inequality (21) is not a GP compatible constraint because the posynomial function Q d is in the exponential term. Therefore, we take logarithm to both sides of (21) and rearrange it as:
Following similar procedure in the last sub-section, we substitute Eq. (6) into Eq. (15), and Eq. (15) into Eq. (22), then Eq. (22) becomes:
To obtain a valid posynomial inequality, we use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to transform the summation  K j=0 d j in the right-hand side of Eq. (23) as:
consequently, if the following inequality
holds, then the inequality (23) is also achieved. The inequality (25) is a posynomial inequality, since the right-hand side is a monomial function and the left-hand side is a posynomial function with optimal variables d j .
The formulated GP problem
From the posynomial function SS of Eq. (12), and the posynomial inequalities of I on and I off in Eqs. (19) and (25), respectively, the inverse doping profile problem (3) is now formulated as a GP problem: which is a nonlinear constrained optimization problem and is also a GP problem with optimal variables: d j , j = 0, 1, . . . , K .
The first expression is the objective function of subthreshold swing, the second and third inequalities are constraints of the on-and off-state state currents.
To solve the modeled GP problem, we mainly cast the GP problem (26) above into the convex programming problem [13] . Based upon duality theory of GP [13, 23, 24] and interior algorithm [13, 25, 26] , the GP problem (26) could be solved efficiently and globally which is coded and solved together with the existing numerical solvers in GGPLAB [14] . The program is written by using Matlab R ⃝ codes running on a personal computer. We discretize the problem with K varying from 20 to 800, and the corresponding CPU time and the objective value of SS are shown in Fig. 3 . The CPU time grows exponentially when K increases which is directly proportional to the number of optimal variables d j , but the objective value of SS is almost saturated when K > 200, as shown in inset of Fig. 3 . As a result, for compromising computational cost and objective value, our following tested cases are all with K = 200. They have 200 variables and two nonlinear constraints and the computational time is of order of few minutes for different I-V specifications.
Results and discussion
In this section, we first discuss two numerical different examples: low-standby-power (LSP) and high-performance (HP) devices for the studied optimal doping profile problem (26) , and then use numerical device simulation [20, 21] to verify the accuracy of the GP optimized results including the sensitive analysis for the extracted optimal doping profiles. We consider examples for the optimal doping profile problem (26) for N-type MOSFET devices with 0.35-µm device channel length and 1-µm device width for different industrial purpose [1, 2] . For LSP devices, high threshold voltage to suppress the standbypower consumption due to leakage current is necessary; without loss of generality, we set the specification of on-and off-state currents as: (I off -set , I on-set ) = (10 −15 , 10 −3 A) for LSP devices. For HP devices, it requires low threshold voltage to increase switching speed, and the specification of HP devices is assumed to be (I off -set , I on-set ) = (5 × 10 −11 , 2 × 10 −3 A) for HP devices. In these two tested examples, all adopted physical parameters from [1, 2] are listed in Table 1 .
The optimized doping profiles and corresponding I-V curves for the LSP (the solid lines) and HP (the dash lines) devices are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) , respectively. The values of I-V characteristic are summarized in Table 2 . For the LSP device, the threshold voltage is 1.1 V, and the off-state current is 2.5 × 10 −16 A, which is smaller than the specified I off -set = 1 × 10 −15 A. For the HP device, it has small subthreshold swing and the threshold voltage is equal to 0.66 V, which has high operational 
Table 3
The GP optimized result and the numerical device simulation.
GP result speed as we expected owing to high on-state current, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The optimized HP device has a low concentration of doping profile, compared with the result of LSP, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The optimized high and low concentrations of doping profiles physically reflect the given specifications of low I on-set and high I on-set for LSP and HP devices, respectively. We further verify the accuracy of the optimized 1D doping profile from the interface of silicon and silicon dioxide to substrate of the LSP device, the optimized doping profile is implemented and compared with the result from our own numerical semiconductor device simulator [20, 21] , where a set of classical DD equations is solved numerically. Fig. 5(a) shows the GP optimized and the calibrated doping profiles of the device simulation. The solid line shows the optimized doping profile and the dashed line shows the doping profile realized in the device simulations. In this device simulation, the mobility is with the value of 600 cm function is 4.1 eV. The I ds -V gs curves at two different drain biases (V ds ) are then extracted by the device simulation and the GP model, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The calibrated results are summarized in Table 3 . The I-V characteristics of the GP optimization are in good agreement with the device simulation, for example, the different of threshold voltage at V ds = 3.3 V between the GP model and device simulation is the almost the same, and when V ds = 0.05 V, the threshold voltage from the GP model is 0.685 V which is similar to the threshold voltage 0.698 V simulated from the device simulation. The preliminary results confirm the accuracy of MOSFET's GP model.
For a purpose of engineering reference, we measure how sensitive the I-V characteristic is when variations occur in the doping concentration of source (S) and drain (D) at the same optimal doping profile in the channel:
where the S/D doping denotes the doping concentration of source and drain, and we assume the variation of source/drain doping concentration is:
where S/D doping* are the doping concentrations of source and drain after perturbation, e is a fractional error, and we assume e ≤ E, where E is a maximum fractional deviation. For the worst case test, i.e., e = E, if we have a maximum deviation of 1, while fixing the extracted optimal channel doping profile, then we can calculate the sensitivity of the I-V characteristic under this perturbation of doping concentrations of source and drain. Fig. 6(a) shows the doping profiles of source and drain. The dashed lined is the nominal case of doping levels of source and drain which is equal to 5 × 10 20 cm −3 , the dotted lined is the doping concentrations of source and drain after e = 1 increasing which is equal to 5 × 10 21 cm −3 , and the solid lined shows the source/drain doping concentration after e = −1 reduction which is 5 × 10 19 cm −3 . Fig. 6 (b) shows the I-V curves under these three different doping concentrations of source and drain and the I-V characteristics are almost unchanged; for example, the sensitivity of the threshold voltage under this maximum perturbation of doping concentrations of source and drain is about ±0.005%. This shows that the I-V characteristic does not change appreciably with a variation in doping concentration of source and drain in our optimization. 
Conclusions
We have shown the 1D channel doping profile optimization problem of N-type MOS device can be formulated according to desired targets into a GP problem. The GP problem is subject to constraints of background doping concentration and maximum doping level and on-and off-state currents while keeping subthreshold swing being minimized. The derived GP problem has been solved in a computationally effective manner which is proportional the number of discretized regions. The results of our tested examples show that it could be solved in seconds for appropriate discretization. This method can be used for P-type MOS devices. Short-channel effect plays an important role for deep-submicron MOSFET devices, so modeling 2D channel doping profile optimization into a GP problem is urgent. We are currently deriving MOSFET's GP problem for 2D structure considering random dopant induced threshold voltage fluctuation for nanometer-scale transistors.
